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Abstract. Triple stores have long provided RDF storage as well as data
access using expressive, formal query languages such as SPARQL. The
new end users of the Semantic Web, however, are mostly unaware of
SPARQL and overwhelmingly prefer imprecise, informal keyword queries
for searching over data. At the same time, the amount of data on the
Semantic Web is approaching the limits of the architectures that provide
support for the full expressivity of SPARQL. These factors combined
have led to an increased interest in semantic search, i.e. access to RDF
data using Information Retrieval methods. In this work, we propose a
method for effective and efficient entity search over RDF data. We describe an adaptation of the BM25F ranking function for RDF data, and
demonstrate that it outperforms other state-of-the-art methods in ranking RDF resources. We also propose a set of new index structures for
efficient retrieval and ranking of results. We implement these results using the open-source MG4J framework.
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Introduction

The amount of data published on the Semantic Web has grown at increasing rates
in the past years due to the activities of the Linked Data community and the
adoption of RDFa by major web publishers. The amount of data to be managed
is stretching the scalability limitations of triple stores that are conventionally
used to manage Semantic Web data. At the same time, the Semantic Web is
increasingly reaching end users who need efficient and effective access to large
subsets of this data. Such end users prefer simple, but ambiguous natural language queries over highly selective, formal graph queries in SPARQL, the query
language of triple stores. In a web search scenario, formulating SPARQL queries
may not be feasible altogether due to the heterogeneity of data.
These requirements are spurring interest in the field of Semantic Search, in
particular the adaptation of Information Retrieval methods to data access. IRstyle indexing is efficient in that it scales well with respect to the size of text
collections in both index construction and retrieval. The field has also developed a number of methods for effective ranking of documents that match user

queries. The challenge in Semantic Search is adapting these results in indexing
and ranking to exploit the inherent structure and semantics of RDF data, and
expanding them to support the user tasks common in RDF retrieval. The most
basics of these tasks is entity-search or Ad-hoc Object Retrieval (AOR) as described by [15], i.e. the retrieval of RDF resources that are representation of an
entity described in a keyword query.
This problem has direct relevance to the operation of Web search engines,
which increasingly incorporate structured data in their search results pages.
Figure 1 shows a search result page from Yahoo! Search for the query vienna,
austria. Besides the ten blue links representing document results, we can see on
the left-bar suggestions for points of interest in Vienna. This requires an understanding that this query represents the city of Vienna, and a ranking over the
points of interest. Similarly, an information box above the result pages shows
relevant travel information such as the current weather and the geographic location of the city. This again requires a decision that travel information might
be relevant to this query, and to execute a top-1 query for the most relevant city
in the travel database, and to retrieve the location of the city and the current
weather.
In this paper, we describe our system for entity search that adapts a state-ofthe-art IR ranking model by taking into consideration the structure and semantics of RDF data. We show that this ranking model outperforms in effectiveness
all 14 submissions that have been evaluated on the task of entity-search at the
Semantic Search workshop in 2010. We also discuss the combination of index
structures that allow this system to be efficient even on large and heterogenous
datasets collected from the Web.
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Related work

Besides the core problem of document retrieval, ranking models from Information
Retrieval have been applied in the past to the problem of retrieval over XML [9]
and the relational data model [1, 8, 10]. However, adaptations to the RDF model
are relatively new.
The typical way of providing online access to RDF collections is by using
triple stores (or quad stores) that implement database-style indexing of the
structure of RDF graphs. Triple stores (such as OWLIM3 and 4store4 ) allow
the option to index the text values of literals in an inverted index on the side
(e.g. using Lucene), or rely on text-indexing of the underlying DBMSs (such as
Oracle5 and Virtuoso6 ), but these indices are only used for matching (filtering
candidate solutions). As SPARQL does not have a built in query language for
full text search in literals, this functionality is typically exposed using ’magic
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This scenario is typical for open search systems with inexperienced users who
are not aware of the schema of the data, but also for systems that contain

heterogeneous collections of data that don’t conform to any single schema. As
an example, the web dataset considered in this paper consists of over 30,000
unique RDF properties. In such cases, it is impossible to translate the user’s
information need into a single correct structured representation of the query as
suggested by [17].
More specifically, we consider the task of Ad-hoc Object Retrieval (AOR)
defined by [15]. Pound et al. point out that over 40% of searches in a typical web
search usage are looking for a single object or entity. The task –also commonly
called entity search– is thus to provide a ranking over RDF resources in terms
of their relevance to an entity that is explicitly named in the query (though
the query may contain more information than just the name of the entity).
Though this task is basic, it requires solving basic problems in ad-hoc retrieval, in
particular, dealing with multiple potential interpretations, and ranking partially
matching resources based on their degree of relevance.
This task has been evaluated in a campaign run at the SemSearch 2010
workshop, where six participants entered 14 submissions [7]. The submissions
represent a wide range of retrieval approaches, including the ones used in existing
Semantic Web search engines such as Sindice [13]. We show that our method
outperforms these systems in retrieval effectiveness by as much as 40%.
The method we use is closest in nature to the one proposed by Pérez-Agüera
[14]. We also adapt BM25F, a scoring function that is considered state-of-theart in text retrieval. The index structure used in their system is similar to our
horizontal index, but it considers five fields: text (all text from property values),
title (words from the URI), object (tokens from the URIs of objects), inlinks
(tokens from predicates of ’incoming’ triples). The main difference to our work
is that BM25F scoring is applied to this five-field structure, while in our work
BM25F is used on the vertical index where there is one field per predicate in
the data. In other words, while Pérez-Agüera et al. consider all predicates with
equal weight, we design a system where it is possible to assign different weights
to different predicates. We will show that such weight assignment can improve
retrieval performance.
Alternative evaluations exist for other important tasks in Semantic Search.
The TREC Entity Track is focusing on entity search over text or hybrid collections (text with metadata).7 The 1st Workshop on Question Answering over
Linked Data (QALD)8 focused on natural language question-answering over selected RDF datasets, where ranking is not required. The evaluation campaign
organized by the European SEALS project focuses on user experience and employs user studies in addition to automated testing [19]. We do not expect that
our system could be applied directly in all these scenarios, but some of the
techniques described may be useful in designing solutions for them.
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Ranking model

The basis for our ranking is the ranking function BM25F [16] that has been
originally developed for text retrieval. It is an extension of the BM25 probabilistic
model that weights query terms differently depending on which document fields
they appear in. Originally, BM25F was employed to weigh occurrences of terms
in the title, body, or anchor text of Web pages, whereas we will break down
the description of an RDF resource by the property, and consider as values the
literals that appear for each unique datatype-property (see Section 4).
The features that BM25F uses are the field term frequency tfsi (number of
times term i appears in field s), the field length ls (number of tokens in the field
s) and the field weights vs . The ranking function does not exploit proximity
information or term dependencies.
Using BM25F, a document D is scored against a query Q using a summation
over individual scores of query terms q ∈ Q:
X
scoreBM 25F (Q, D) =
wiBM 25F
(1)
q∈Q

First, BM25F computes a document length normalization factor as


ls
Bs = (1 − bs ) + bs ·
) ,
avls

(2)

where avl is the average length of field l and bs is a tunable parameter (0 ≤
bs ≤ 1) that controls the amount of normalization. Next, BM25F aggregates the
weighted term frequencies over all the fields S, normalizing them using Bs as
˜i =
tf

S
X
s=1

vs

tfsi
,
Bs

(3)

and finally these frequencies are normalized using a sigmoid function as
wiBM 25F =

˜
tf
· wiIDF ,
˜
k1 + tfi

(4)

where k1 is a parameter
and wiIDF is the inverse document frequency of term i,

i +0.5
calculated as log D−n
(ni is the number of documents i occurs in).
ni +0.5
The ranking function as described in its most general form requires information of all field lengths (ls ), which is infeasible to index for very large collections.
Instead, we use a simplified version of the ranking function where the size of
the document D is used as the length of all fields (ls = l). An additional problem of RDF collections is that many objects are very short and are promoted
by the normalization component. In order to mitigate this problem, we select
a threshold lmax so that if l > lmax → l = lmax , and set lmax = 10 for all the
experiments.

Standard document retrieval models also allow for incorporating document
query-independent features, which might come from different sources such as the
Web graph. Two examples are the document PageRank values or the number of
inlinks that point to a particular Web page. In our case, we classify documents
based on their domain into three classes, just like the field weights. We add this
document-weights wD to compute a final retrieval score as [2]:
score(Q, D) = wD · scoreBM 25F (Q, D)

4

(5)

Indexing

Information Retrieval engines rely on indices for efficient access to the information required for computing scores at query time [11]. Indexing in IR is a
basic process of inversion (hence the name inverted index ) in which a document is made accessible by the term(s) appearing in the content rather than by
some identifier of the document. In more detail, an inverted index provides, for
each term that appears in a collection of documents, a posting list, that is a list
of numbers identifying the documents in which the term appears. The posting
lists can be richer, providing, for instance, also the number of occurrences and
possibly the exact positions (always expressed as offsets from the start of the
document).
Current off-the-shelf retrieval packages allow references to multiple indices
or fields within a single query. In addition, state-of-the-art packages provide
support for an alignment operator. Alignment of queries is useful for parallel
texts. The need for handling parallel texts comes originally from the area of
natural language indexing, e.g. storing part-of-speech information. For example,
a text parallel to “Washington won several battles” could be “PERSON VERB NOUN”. Once parallel texts have been indexed, an alignment operator between
terms of two different indices returns just the documents in which two terms
appear in the same positions. For instance, an alignment between “Washington”
and “PERSON” would return the document associated to the parallel texts
above, but an alignment between “Washington” and “PLACE” would not (even
if “Washington” does appear in the document).
This technique is implemented in MG4J [5], an open-source engine for text
indexing. MG4J provides, for each query, a minimal-interval semantics—a set
of regions of text satisfying the query which are incomparable by containment
(i.e., no region is contained inside another region). The resulting semantics are
an extension of the Clarke–Cormack–Burkowski lattice [6] that handles multiple
indices (e.g., title and main text) particularly suited to parallel texts. Indeed,
the alignment operator can align any set of regions, and since the set of regions
associated to a term is exactly given by the positions in which the term appears,
we obtain the alignment of parallel texts we described. Other possibilities are
also available, such as operators that are weaker than exact alignment.
These functionality allow two main alternatives to implement structured retrieval.

The first option is illustrated in Table 2 using the sample data shown in
Table 1. For simplicity, we will call this a horizontal index on the basis that
RDF resources are represented using only three fields, one field for the tokens
from values, one for the properties and one for the tokens from the subject URI.
The token and property indices are aligned in that there is a correspondence
between the positions in the token and property fields, i.e. the value in the token
field at a given position is (part of) the value for the property written to the
same position in the property index. (Note that we write the complete predicate
in each position of the property field.) The alignment operator is used to align
the matches in the token and property fields where the query specifies a token
to match in a particular field.
The second option, which we will call a vertical index is shown in Table 3
using the same data. Here we create a field for each property occurring in the
data. In this case performing matching on particular properties only requires the
ability to restrict matches by field. Positions can be still useful, e.g. to make sure
the first and last name are matched as consecutive words. Note that structured
retrieval can also be implemented using a single field, e.g. by encoding fields as a
post-fix of tokens or storing field information as payload. These alternatives are
much less appealing. Post-fixing, for example storing terms like peter foaf:name,
leads to an explosion in dictionary size, especially when using a large number
of fields. On the other hand, encoding fields as payload makes it inefficient to
restrict searches to particular fields.
@prefix foo: <http://example.org/ns#> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
@prefix vcard: <http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#> .
foo:peter foaf:name "peter mika" .
foo:peter foaf:age "32" .
foo:peter vcard:location "barcelona" .
Table 1. Sample RDF data in Turtle format

Field
token
property
subject

pos1
peter
foaf:name
http

pos2
mika
foaf:name
example

pos3
32
foaf:age
org

pos4
pos5
barcelona
vcard:location
ns
peter

Table 2. Horizontal index of the data in Table 1

In previous work [12], we have shown that both of these index structures
can be efficiently built in a distributed fashion using a single MapReduce job.

Field
foaf:name
foaf:age
vcard:location

pos1
peter
32
barcelona

pos2
mika

pos3

pos4

pos5

Table 3. Vertical index of the data in Table 1

Field
wimp
wneut
wuni

pos1
peter

pos2
mika

pos3
barcelona

pos4

pos5

32
Table 4. R-vertical index of the data in Table 1

Since indexing can be efficiently parallelized, the index building time is linear
in the size of the input given the same number of machines in the cluster, and
also linear in the number of machines given the same input (up to the natural
limit where the cost of distribution outweighs the cost of indexing). The resulting
indices are similar in size for the horizontal and vertical case and a small fraction
of the size of the input data. Note that the vertical index alone does not contain
all the information we need for ranking, in particular only the horizontal index
provides direct access to term frequencies and the document sizes that is used in
our ranking. Thus in practice we can either use the horizontal index on its own
or use a combination of the vertical and the horizontal index, where the vertical
index is used for faster matching, but the horizontal index is also accessed when
computing resource scores.
In our current work, we propose a third additional index structure for improved performance. For purposes of ranking, we only need to distinguish fields
that have different weights assigned. In our ranking function, we will use three
different weight levels for important, neutral, and unimportant properties so that
we can index all properties with the same weight using only three fields, instead
of the much larger number of fields we build for the regular vertical index. We
call this reduced version of the vertical index the r-vertical index. Table 4 shows
how we would index our sample data using this index structure, assuming that
we classify foaf:name and vcard:location as important, and foaf:age as unimportant. The disadvantage of the r-vertical index is the loss in functionality: using
this index it is not possible any more to issue queries that explicitly restrict
matches to particular properties, e.g. to retrieve resources where the word peter
matches in foaf:name and not in other fields. Note that using the r-vertical index
instead of the vertical index does not change the way ranking is performed, it
merely provides faster access and therefore speeds up the ranking process. We
investigate this next. We refer the reader to [12] for more discussion on how we
build these indices, the time spent and the distributed methods used to scale up
indexing.

5

Evaluation

5.1

Evaluation of efficiency

To measure the efficiency of these structures, we index the Billion Triples Challenge 2009 dataset.9 It contains RDF data collected by various Semantic Web
crawlers, and as such the data is highly heterogeneous. It contains 2,680,081
classes and 33,164 properties, and therefore it is unlikely that any user could be
aware of the complete structure of the data and compose formal queries to match
this structure. The collection contains 1.14 billion quads, which is 249GB of data
in uncompressed N-Quads format. The usage of predicates is highly skewed, and
fits an exponentially decaying distribution (refer to the webpage for other statistics). Note that the scale of the data justifies the use of distributed indexing, i.e.
a single-machine setup would have been much slower in indexing this amount of
data.
For indexing, we grouped the quads by subject URI, and considered as virtual
documents the quads with the same subject. We subdivided each document into
fields by considering each unique predicate as a separate field. We only indexed
datatype-properties, i.e. quads with literals in the object position. In case of
multiple values for the same subject and predicate, we simply considered the
concatenation of values. We performed a minimal processing of values at indexing
time, namely we removed stop-words using a list of 389 common English terms
and lower-cased terms. We also indexed the subject URIs by replacing delimiters
with blank spaces and applying the same processing to the resulting string. The
version of the BTC 2009 dataset used in the evaluation does not include blank
nodes, i.e. all blank node identifiers have been replaced by URIs. We index this
data using all three index structures. For the vertical index, we select the top
three-hundred most common datatype-properties for indexing.
In the experiments, we measure the efficiency of retrieval, i.e. the time it takes
to process queries including matching and ranking, but not result rendering. We
consider two execution modes: AND where we require all keywords to be present
in a document to be scored and OR where only a single term is needed. The
former execution mode resembles Web search engines whereas the latter is the
mode by default in our ranking model. To show the additional cost of structured
retrieval, we also include a plain BM25 run using the token index.
We sample 150K queries taken from Yahoo!’s query logs with the restriction
that they lead to a click in Wikipedia, in order to ensure there is an entity focus
in the user intent. Among those queries 68% are unique and the average query
length is 2.2 terms. Table 5 presents the average running times, which converge
after a couple of thousand queries are being executed. The Table shows results for
the baseline BM25 retrieval, all three index configurations (horizontal, vertical
and reduced-vertical) and the two query execution modes.
Our tests show that the vertical approach is about eight time faster than the
horizontal approach when queries are executed in AND mode, while it is only
slightly faster in OR mode.
9
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BM25
Horizontal
Vertical
R-Vertical

AND mode OR mode
46 ms
80 ms
819 ms 847 ms
97 ms 780 ms
48 ms 152 ms

Table 5. Retrieval efficiency using different index structures and execution modes

In general, AND queries execute faster than OR queries. In AND mode, it
is necessary to compute the intersection of two (or more) posting lists; for OR
queries, it is necessary to compute the union. Clearly, in the second case we
always need to read the full posting list of each term involved. In the AND case,
instead, it is often possible to skip over documents that are not necessary using
skip-pointers [11]. For instance, when computing the AND of a very common
and a very rare term, most of the postings of the very common term are not
needed to compute the result, as the rare term doesn’t appear there.
The difference between AND or OR execution modes is small in the horizontal
case, because the alignment operator dominates execution times. Further, we can
see that the r-vertical index is almost as fast as the vertical index. This proves
that it is possible to trade-off query expressivity for faster execution times and
apply our scoring at execution times comparable to the current state-of-the-art
in Web search engines.
5.2

Evaluation of effectiveness

We evaluate the effectiveness of our ranking using the data set, the queries and
the relevance assessments that have been made available as part of the Semantic
Search Challenge of 2010 [7]. All of the data has been made publicly available
for research use.10
The collection used in this evaluation is the Billion Triples Challenge 2009
data set that we have described in Section 4. The query set consists of 92 queries
with an entity focus selected from the query logs of Microsoft Live Search and
Yahoo! Search (see [7] for details.) We use a proprietary, state-of-the-art spell
corrector to fix a small number of user mistakes in the queries and apply the
same term-processing as on the collection.
For ranking, we use the ranking function described in Section 3. We classify
manually the properties into three classes (important, unimportant and neutral)
and assign the same vs for each class. In principle, we could learn or select a
different vs for each field, but in practice this would lead to an excessive number
of parameters. Table 6 shows the list of important and unimportant properties.
Similarly, we do not assign a weight wD individually to each document, but
manually classify a small number of domains into the three classes. Table 7
shows the list of important and unimportant domains, while all other domains
10
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i
u
n
are considered neutral. We then set wD to wD
, wD
, wD
for documents coming
from domains classified as important, unimportant and neutral respectively. It
is future work to look at how we could automatically learn these lists, i.e. based
on the likelihood of the fields matching in relevant documents or domains vs.
the likelihood of matching in irrelevant documents or domains. Similarly, we
use a single b parameter for all bs . We choose a separate weight for the subject
field, which plays a special role as the identifier of the resource. We score the
documents after matching in OR execution mode.

important dbp:abstract,
rdfs:label,
rdfs:comment,
rss:description,
rss:title,
skos:prefLabel, akt:family-name, wn:lexicalForm, nie:title
unimportant dc:date, dc:identifier, dc:language, dc:issued, dc:type, dc:rights,
rss:pubDate,
dbp:imagesize,
dbp:coorDmsProperty,
dbo:birthdate,
foaf:dateOfBirth,foaf:nick, foaf:aimChatID, foaf:openid, foaf:yahooChatID,
georss:point, wgs84:lat, wgs84:long
Table 6. Manually selected list of important and unimportant properties. URIs are
abbreviated using known prefixes provided by the prefix.cc web service

We use the official relevance assessments for evaluation, which were gathered
using Amazon Mechanical Turk and used a three-scale grading for excellent results, fair results and irrelevant results [3]. We report the retrieval performance
using Mean Average Precision (MAP) [11] which is more robust to noise perturbations than the P@10 measure [4] and check for statistical significant differences
against the baseline using Wilcoxon’s signed rank test (significance level set to
0.01).

important dbpedia.org, netflix.com
unimportant www.flickr.com, www.vox.com, ex.plode.us
Table 7. Manually selected list of important and unimportant domains.

Our results are shown in Table 8. We perform two rounds of parameter tuning, in each round using a linear search over the individual parameter spaces.
First, we select a default configuration for the parameters and tune the performance of each one of the features individually and report on their individual
contribution to the increase in performance. Next, given the parameter list ordered as displayed in the table, we report the performance increase when adding
a new parameter to the model, one at a time. This allows us to determine what
is the benefit of adding each parameter over the best configuration found for the
model so far.

We report the contribution of each of the features described Section 3. We
start with the plain BM25 function with no structure (vs = 1). We then investigate the effect of tuning BM25’s b parameter. We then look at the result of
assigning field weights other the default vs = 1, in particular the effect of finding
an optimal weight for the subject field (vsjc ), and for important and unimportant
fields according to Table 6. Last, we look at changing document weights to other
n
than the default wD
= 1. In particular, we assign a higher weight to documents
that are from important domains as given by Table 7, and then decrease the
weights of documents from unimportant domains. We omit the results for the
k1 parameter as it has little effect in retrieval performance.

Feature
BM25
b
vsjc
vimp
vuni
i
wD
u
wD

Description
BM25
BM25’s b parameter
weighting for the subject field
weighting for important properties
weighting for unimportant properties
weighting for important domains
weighting for unimportant domains

Individual Features
0.1805
0.2450 (+35.7%)
0.2279 (+26.26%)
0.2261 (+25.25%)
0.2160 (+19.72%)
0.2229 (+23.49%)
0.2319 (+28.47%)

Combination
0.1805
0.2450 (+35.7%)
0.2512 (+2.5%)
0.2565(+2.1%)
0.2590 (+1%)
0.2730 (+5.4%)
0.2754 (+1%)

Table 8. Feature importance measured with MAP. Improvements are statistically significant against plain BM25 using Wilcoxon’s pairwise sign rank test (p-value < 0.01).
The Individual Features column computes the improvement of each feature independently, on top of the untuned baseline, whereas the Combination column shows cumulative gain as we add features in the listed order, one at a time.

The first column of results shows that all features are able to improve significantly the baseline, even adding them individually. It is interesting to note
that property field weighting (vsjc , vimp , vuni ) is able to improve the MAP
score by more than 20%. This is a promising result given that we only took
a few properties into account, and potentially adding more parameters to the
ranking function could boost the performance by a larger margin. Adding queryi
u
, wD
) is also beneficial, despite the fact
independent domain-based weights (wD
that we only included a limited number of site domains. This indicates that there
is still room for improvement, given enough training data available and further
analysis of which fields and properties should be weighted differently.
The second column of the table shows the accumulated improvement when
we introduce one parameter at a time in the model. The total improvement using
this one-step linear tuning of features is around 53% over the untuned baseline.
35% of the improvement is due to the b parameter, and on top of that, the field
and site features are able to boost the performance another 18%, which is an
encouraging result. The fact that the document normalization component plays
an important role in the performance (controlled by b) goes accordingly to results
in document retrieval. This indicates that the model is able to incorporate many

different signals and boost up the performance significantly by combining them
in a suitable way.

Method
MAP
NDCG
SemSearch’10
0.1909
0.3134
BM25
0.1805 (-6%) 0.3869 (+23%)
BM25F
0.2705 (+42 %) 0.4800 ( +52%)
Table 9. Cross-validated results comparing our ranking function against the BM25
baseline and the best performing submission at SemSearch 2010 (percentage improvements are relative to SemSearch 2010)

Next, we perform a 2-fold cross validation splitting the query set in two
halves in order to determine the performance of the combination of features
and what would be the effectiveness of the system in a real search environment,
with limited training data available. We tune the parameters performance with
a linear search and the promising directions algorithm [16] on each one of the
halves separately. The algorithm starts with an initial set of parameter values,
and performs one independent linear search over each parameter. Then, it selects
the vector going from the initial set of parameter values and the best found values, which defines a promising direction in the parameter space. The algorithm
explores the parameter space over this vector and repeats the whole process until convergence to a local minimum or when a maximum number of iterations
is reached. We report the results averaged over the two halves in Table 9 using
both the MAP and the NDCG metric, where the latter exploits graded relevance
judgments. Our method improves 50% over the BM25 baseline, and 42% over
the best run submitted to SemSearch 2010 using MAP [7]. These results are
extremely significant and would necessarily translate to a qualitative jump in
user experience.
Looking at the results in more detail, we could conclude that we did poorly
on long queries such as the morning call lehigh valley pa. We also did poorly
on queries with only one relevant result that we didn’t find such as kaz vaporizer, in this case because the single result came from ex.plode.us domain which
we marked as unimportant due to poor quality data (a flat list of tags).11 We
also performed low on the query hospice of cincinnati, which is a long-term care
provider in Cincinnati that has no directly relevant resource in the BTC dataset.
In this case, our system favored blog posts from RSS feeds that mentioned all
three words and in general talked about hospice care in Cincinnati. However,
the assessors marked as fair results other institutes in Cincinnati, such as the
University of Cincinnati, the Hyde Park in Cincinnati and the Cincinnati Police
Department. Conversely, we did well on queries that were short but highly selective such as mst3000, which stands for Mystery Science Theater 3000, an Ameri11

http://ex.plode.us is a social aggregator that is not in service any more

can cult television comedy. We also did well on queries where there was only one
relevant result that we did manage to find, e.g. fitzgerald auto mall chambersburg
pa. This auto mall has no relevant information in the BTC dataset, but the City
of Chambersburg, Pennsylvania was accepted as a fair result by the assessors.
All other queries fell in between these extremes, and typically had more than
one relevant result.

6

Conclusions

Ad-hoc object retrieval is one of the most basic tasks in semantic search and
it has direct applications in search engines that incorporate structured data
in their result pages. In this paper, we have proposed an adaptation of the
BM25F ranking function to the RDF data model that incorporates both field
weights, document priors and a separate field for the subject URIs. We have
shown that each of these features contributes to effectiveness on its own and in
combination with other features. In cross-validation, the combination of these
features outperforms in effectiveness the baseline BM25 method that ignores
RDF structure and semantics by 50% in MAP score. It also improves on other
state-of-the-art methods on the ad-hoc object retrieval task by 42% in MAP and
52% in NDCG scores.
We have shown two basic index structures, which we called the horizontal
and vertical indices, for efficient retrieval of the information required for scoring.
Both provide the same query expressivity, but represent different trade-offs in
effectiveness. The vertical index becomes ineffective as the number of properties
grow, while the horizontal index is able to capture all our data, but requires
the slower alignment operator to resolve queries. We also proposed a modified
version of the vertical index, which groups properties with the same weight, and
thereby trades off query expressivity for a performance that is comparable to
retrieval over text. In previous work, we have shown that both basic structures
can be efficiently built using MapReduce.
In future work, we plan to explore the combination of retrieval with data
integration to reduce the redundancy in current object search results. For this,
we need to find co-referent objects in search results and integrate the information
that different sources provide. A second problem we would like to address is the
ranking of information that is provided about each object. As some objects may
have several hundreds of triples associated with them, it is necessary to select
only those triples for display that are most descriptive of the object and at the
same time pertinent to the user query.
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